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Abstract

The trace elements preserved on sharp edges of stone tools may provide some information
about the worked material, which in turn may serve for the reconstruction of users way of life.
Since the amount of the deposited worked material is minute, it can only be detected by sensitive
fluorescence techniques, induced by electrons in the electron microscopes, or by light ions from
the particle accelerators (PIXE). The trace element deposition was studied by PIXE for a set of
experimental tools used for working bone and wood, and for a set of archaeological artefacts
dating from the late paleolithic till neolithic period.

Introduction

The wear traces on stone tools were initially studied by optical microscopy, introduced by
Semenov (1964), and further developed by Keeley (1980), as well as other authors. There are two
types of wear traces on flint tools: the accidental retouches and small flakes produced by direct
pressure on the tool working edge during use, and the polish which is found mostly on the working
edge but which may also extend to the flint surface. Mechanisms to explain the origin of this polish
are still being debated. It may be produced by surface abrasion (Meeks 1982, Yamada 1993), or
by deposition of an amorphous silicate gel (Witthoft 1967, Anderson and Whitlow 1983).
According to Christensen et al. (1991), the worked material simply fills the hollow irregularities
on the working edge, the deposit being of the same composition as the worked material itself.

The relation between wear traces and worked material is usually determined by comparison of
wear traces on archaeological samples and on experimental tools which were used to work known
materials (Semenov, 1964). It is assumed that similar wear traces on the experimental and
archaeological tools also indicate the same type of worked material.

The limited resolution of optical microscopes stimulated the use of electronic ones, mainly with
the aim of attaining greater magnification. Beside that, irradiation of the sample with a charged
electron beam enabled the use of elemental analytical techniques, notably fluorescence analysis and
elastic electron scattering. In parallel, techniques connected with the charged ion beam from low
energy accelerators have also been used for stone tool investigation, initially to study the
concentration profiles of light elements by resonant nuclear reactions (Andersen and Whitlow
1983). An important step in the stone tool investigation was made by M. Christensen and
coworkers (1991-1993) from AGLAE in Louvre, who demonstrated that observable traces of
worked material are deposited on the tool working edge. As claimed by these authors, the worked
material may be identified from the elemental composition of the working edge deposit. The
technique they used was Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, and microbeam PIXE.
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In the present work, the elemental composition of the deposit was studied by the PIXE method,
in order to find a correlation between the deposit composition and that of the worked material for
several sorts of wood and bone. The deposits were produced by working different materials with
experimental tools. Our main interest was to examine if these experimentally produced deposits are
characteristic of those on archaeological artefacts. So we also analysed deposits on a set of
archaeological artefacts with optically determined microwear polish.

The Method

For the deposit investigation, the PIXE method was selected for the following reasons: The
thickness of the deposit as determined by Rutherford backscattering (Christensen et al. 1992) and
present PIXE measurements is typically 0.1 um. The range of 1-3 MeV protons in SiO2 is 12-75
urn. The deposits then represent a thin target for -MeV protons and the measured X-ray intensities
are easily converted into the respective surface densities. For normalization, the silicon X-rays from
the underlying material can be used since they are negligibly attenuated in the deposit layer. Low
bremsstrahlung, greater sensitivity, and a well defined geometry makes the PIXE method
advantageous with respect to electron excitation, as the electrons diffuse in the target. In
comparison with Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, the X-ray yields are practically
independent of the elemental depth distribution. The respective ratios of X-ray yields are then well
related to the chemical composition of the deposits.

The investigated samples comprised a set of experimental tools, and a set of archaeological
artefacts. The experimental tools were flakes of chert of various origin, and used for working bone
and wood. Three types of fresh bone were used, bovine, wild boar and deer, and wood of willow,
birch, oak, ash, and pine. Polish was produced by a sawing and scraping movement, and the
working time extended between 10 and 60 minutes. Before measurement, the tools were cleaned
by soapy water and alcohol. The grease after working bone was removed by acetone.

The proton beam should hit the tool surface at the point where the polish is most intense and
thick deposits of the raw material are expected. For this reason the tools have to be microscopically
pre-examined. We used a reflective optical microscope with magnifications between 100 and 200.
The areas exhibiting use-wear were marked to facilitate subsequent ion beam analysis. The
use-wear traces on the archaeological tools were also compared optically to those on the
experimental tools and the material worked by the archaeological artefacts thus inferred.

The lateral extensions of the deposits were measured by microbeam mapping and lateral scans
on three archaeological artefacts chosen at random. The measurements were performed at the
Oxford microbeam facility using a spatial resolution of 2 um. Lateral variation of concentrations
was observed for one artefact only. The deposits extended laterally for 30 urn which implies that
the elemental composition of the deposit may be effectively studied by a proton beam of 10-100
um diameter.

The compositional studies were performed by a 1.3 MeV proton beam of the Van de Graaff
accelerator in Ljubljana. The beam size used was 100 x 100 um which was attained by the use of
collimation slits. Such a beam area meant that the effects of the grain structure of the flint were
smeared out. Each artefact was measured at at least two points. One point was selected at the most
exposed part of the tool where the thickest deposits were expected. The second point was on the
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unused area and served as a reference. The aiming procedure of the beam was greatly facilitated
by the fluorescent properties of quartz.

The induced X-rays were detected by a Si(Li) detector with a 7.6 (im Be window. The detector
resolution was 155 eV at 5.9 keV. The high counting rate of silicon X-rays from the flint target was
suppressed by an aluminum diaphragm of 0.9 mm diameter, and in a few cases, by a 50 [im kapton
absorber. The elements detected by their K X-rays extended up to iron. The elements lighter than
silicon were screened by the extensive production of aluminum X-rays, induced by scattered
protons in the aluminum housing of the measuring chamber. The aluminum X-ray yield was partly
reduced by a teflon collimator.

In the evaluation procedure, the X-ray intensities from the reference point, after proper
renormalization, were subtracted from the intensities of the usewear area. The elements other than
silicon detected in the reference point, belong partly to the homogeneous mixture in the flint, and
partly to the surface contamination induced by various mechanisms. The remaining X-ray intensities
were then recalculated into surface densities, using the thick target X-ray yield of silicon for
normalization (Smit et al. 1990).

The accuracy of the deduced surface densities was about 30%. The main source of error
probably arises in the subtraction procedure itself, due to the inhomogeneity of the flint. For P, the
spectrum fitting also contributed about 10% to the error.

Results

During the working process, a polish was formed on all our experimental tools. For both bone
and wood, calcium was the most abundant deposited material. Its surface density may reach 10
ug/cm2 for working bone, but it can be as low as 1 ng/crn for working specific woods (ash,
willow). The second element of interest is P, which can amount several ug/cm2 when working bone
or a specific wood (oak). The elements S, Cl, and Fe may
originate from the organic substances. Traces of Ti, Cr, and Mn were also detected, but no definite
conclusion can be drawn upon their origin due to the small number of investigated samples.

One of the samples was totally covered with macroscopic polish, known as sickle gloss. The
reference point was then selected at its proximal end. The weak deposits of S and Cl determined
are close to their detection limits and they cannot be reliably connected with worked material of
organic type. There is a high content of iron in the blade which gives it a dark red colour. Since the
iron X-ray yield (and also that of K and Ca) was higher at the proximal end than in the polish area,
it may be understood that the polish consists of relatively pure quartz from the plants
(Unger-Hamilton 1988).

The worked material maybe identified by comparing the elemental composition of the deposit
with that of the raw material. For this reason we measured the bulk concentration in several sorts
of wood and bone. For wood it was only possible to determine the relative concentrations.
However, our measurements on different pine samples, picked at the same time (February 1996)
in different parts of Slovenia, show large trace element variation, by an order of magnitude. Since
this variation relates to the same species, the trace element concentration is not necessarily
characteristic for a specific sort of wood, as suggested by Christensen et al. (1992). Two bone
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samples were measured, a fossil one from a paleolithic site, and a recent deer bone which we used
as the worked material in our experiments. Both measurements gave similar results, since the
material was evidently apatite in both cases, though more traces of organic elements (Cl, K) were
detected in the recent bone.

We therefore expect that working bone and wood can be distinguished according to the P/Ca
ratio in the deposit. In Fig. 1, the surface density of P and Ca are shown in a two-dimensional plot.
Data with the same P/Ca ratio are connected by a straight line. The values related to working bone
are scattered around the line P/Ca=0.42 which was obtained for human bone (Leonhardt 1977).
Scattering of the data implies the accuracy of our method is about 30\%. The values related to
working birch wood lie systematically above the bone data (P/Ca ~ 1). The P/Ca ratio for certain
woods may approach that for bone, as is the case with willow, but this wood produces a thin
deposit of only ~ 1 ug/cm2. Hard wood (oak) produces thicker deposits comparable to that of
bone, but with a higher P/Ca ratio of about 0.7.

Figure 1 also displays data for the archaeological tools containing phosphorus. The data for
three tools lie in the vicinity of the P/Ca=0.42 line. On one tool, the deposit is so thin that we
cannot distinguish between wood and bone, but for the other two (one was measured in two
points) the worked material was most probably bone. One tool (Bab.gor. 667/9) was used for
different purposes, on one occasion probably for working birch or soft wood, but for one artefact
the worked material cannot be determined since we have not produced a corresponding
experimental tool.

Conclusion

The elements deposited on the working edge of stone tools are characteristically related to the
worked material, though some overlapping may occur. For working bone, the deposits consist of
the same osseous material which may be identified by the respective P/Ca ratio of 0.42. For
working woods, the ratios of the elements (P-Fe) are not reproduced in the deposit, though the
P/Ca ratio seems characteristic of specific woods. Further measurements of deposit composition
are suggested which should investigate the variation of the P/Ca ratio
for particular wood species.
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